It’s Just a Hill ..... Week 2 Prospect Point Climb
Stanley Park - Pipeline Road Lap, is 6.71 km with 88m of
elevation per lap. First tour was to find the climbing legs
and reacquaint with the hill, as shown by the strava
segment as 1.27km with 54m of elevation gain.
The next lap was for a benchmark time, make a note of
what you did (or on Strava you’ll be able to compare the
segment through the year every time you ride it!)
Then lap 3 was in and out of saddle, for technique. This is
when I want you to really use the bike, the bars to pull
yourself up off the seat, off the saddle, keeping that same
(crouched) stance, keeping the same leg speed as you
transition up, then back on to the saddle.
On lap 4, shifting down (harder), out of the saddle and
pickup speed for 10 pedal strokes, back to seated, back to
the easier gear and speed. On this you want to be able to
go back to the speed you were at before doing your
acceleration.
Bonus lap 5! The challenge was to stay out of the saddle
for the entire climb. Not as a ‘power’ move, but for
technique; again moving the front of the bike, pushing and pulling, see
video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUXhcFx28ok. (those of you
who know me can pick out a couple of things I may not agree with
completely. Bonus points to those who let me know what they are! :)
Many thanks to Shane for being on the road with you and taking pics.
Next week, I’ll let you know a bit more about him and his riding goal for the
very near future.
Coach Barb
Week 3, Meeting North end LG bridge at 6:15
Sandra and Rosemary
https://www.strava.com/activities/1015467080
May 11, 2018.

